There's meat and music here, as the fox said when he ate the bagpipe.-Gaelic proverb Among the most intriguing and revealing artifacts are the instruments of that most venerable art, music. They serve the ear as well as the eye, they are contrivances for producing sound and at the same time articles of furniture, thus reflecting throughout history the changes in musical as well as visual taste. They follow rules varying in strictness and persistence: stern, immutable ones, such as the laws of nature, and volatile, changeable ones, such as the fancies of fashion, and in between the semimalleable ones of the great conservative forces of civilization, habit and tradition. Thus every builder of musical instruments combines different roles: he observes, as an acoustical engineer, the invariant properties of vibrating matter, whether revealed by his own research or handed down by the tradition of his craft; he follows, wittingly or not, the vogue of his day; and, finally, he obeys his own personal taste, musical and decorative.
Figs. i and 2. LEFT. The Bagpiper, an engraving by Albrecht Difrer. RIGHT. The Hurdy-gurdy Player, a painting by Georges de la Tour (I593-I652) in the Nantes Mulseum. Compare the instrument with that in figure 7. pable of only one tone-the continuous and invariable bass called the drone (a name also given to this pipe). The playing position of the bagpipe is well known: the player holds the blowpipe in his mouth, fingers the chanter in front of him like an oboe or clarinet, and squeezes the bag under one of his arms, thus regulating the air pressure ( fig. i ).
The elements just described are only the minimum components of the typical bagpipe. Throughout its history the instrument has been subjected to various modifications, improvements, and complications: more drones have been added (producing the octave and the fifth of the first drone); the chanter has been doubled; the blowpipe, so hard on the lungs, has been replaced by the more comfortable bellows. In the British Isles even greater intricacies have been invented, one of the most complex instruments being the Uilleann pipe, also called the Irish organ.
As the bagpipe is an eccentric member of the wood-wind family, so the hurdy-gurdy, being a sort of mechanized fiddle, is a capricious member of the great family of stringed instruments. The sound box may be that of a lute, guitar, or fiddle (figs. 3 and 4), but the strings stretched along it are neither plucked nor bowed, being set into vibration by a wooden wheel revolving in the middle of the sound box and turned by a crank at its tail end. The smooth edge of the wheel, which is coated with resin, serves as an endless bow. Like the pipes of the typical bagpipe, the strings differ in kind and function: there are stopped ones (the melody strings, or chanterelles) running along 57 highly mechanized. In other instruments, such as the clarinet or lute, the player's lips or finger tips are in immediate contact with the heart of the instrument, that is, the agent of vibration-the reeds on the clarinet mouthpiece or the strings of the lute. But in our instruments mechanical devices intervene, the windbag in the bagpipe, the friction wheel in the hurdy-gurdy. True, this results in obvious handicaps: no such direct control of timbre and dynamics is possible as a clarinet or a lute permits, or even the bow of a violin, so responsive to the fingers. On the other hand, bag and wheel make possible something which neither lute or violin nor any pipes (at least in the Occident) can render-a continuous sound. This is the second analogy between our instruments: the bag overcomes the pauses between breaths, the wheel the pauses between the single strokes of plucking or bowing. The third, and musically the most important, analogy between the bagpipe and the hurdy-gurdy is that both employ the drone principle-that is, the accompaniment of a melody by an invariable bass. This principle is a very ancient one in the music of western Asia, where many instruments such as fiddles and pipes are based upon it. It has also played an important role in the development of occidental polyphony. We find it in the tuning of early occidental fiddles and, to mention the most notable example, in the open strings of the lira da braccio-the graceful instrument seen in the hands of Apollo and of so many angels in the Italian quattro-and cinquecento.
We have no means of knowing the emotional responses in distant periods of music: the habits of the musical ear follow the changes in musical styles. But the archaic contrast between a lively melody and a monotonously humming bass still affects us strongly and, strangely enough, with varying emotions. Sometimes it may be felt as restful, as in nineteenth-century music when it is used to convey a pastoral atmosphere, sometimes as exciting, as in the battle tunes of the Highland pipes. In the pedal points in classical and contemporary music there seems to be a similar ambiguity of expression.
It was particularly the principle of the drone that later brought about the most intimate relations between members of such distant families, but curiously enough neither the hurdygurdy nor the bagpipe had drones when they first appeared in occidental history. There is no mention of drone pipes before 1300. The hurdy-gurdy adopted drone strings even later -the precise date we do not know. The bagpipe is much the older instrument of the two. The first traces of it go far back into remote antiquity in the Orient and in those parts of Africa which were subjected to the Persian-Arabian civilization. It seems that the idea of combining pipes with a bag must have been natural to herdsmen who had plenty of goats and little water and to whom the hide was familiar as a water bag.
Martial mentions the bagpipe, and from Suetonius we learn that Nero played the tibia utricularis. In the Middle Ages we find the bagpipe all over Europe, from the Mediterranean to Ireland, which indeed proudly claims to have invented the instrument independently of the Romans. Numerous manuscript illuminations bear witness to its popularity.
The hurdy-gurdy is exclusively the child of the Occident. When it first appeared in the tenth century, under the name of organistrum, it was an ungainly, two-man affair ( fig. lo) , not less than five feet long and usually with three melody strings. The stopping mechanism was clumsier and slower than that described above for the later hurdy-gurdy. Instead of teeth the slnall stopping rods had bridges which lay beneath the strings. To raise a bridge one had to take the end of a rod between his finger tips and revolve it a quarter circle. This was an awkward procedure, requiring two hands to achieve even a slight degree of speed, and thus a second player was needed to turn the crank. Moreover, with this method of stopping, the handles of the rods had to point upwards towards the player and so could not fall back of their own weight as in the later hurdy-gurdy.
It seems very likely that this stopping mechanism was an improvement on the monochord, that venerable scientific instrument of the Pythagoreans and of the learned mediaeval monks for studying on one string the mathematical ratios of the consonances. The string of the monochord was originally stopped by means of a bridge that could be shifted back and forth. As this was awkward, several bridges were sometimes used ( fig. 8) , and finally these were fixed in the proper positions to be raised by hand when necessary. One more improvement, the addition of handles to the bridges, would give us the key mechanism of the organistrum. It is worth noting that the great scholar and friend of Descartes, Father Marin Mersenne, found the hurdy-gurdy reminiscent of the monochord, which, of course, must have been an important tool in his acoustical experiments. In his Harmonie universelle (1636) he says of the melody strings that "they act as an ever-ready [perpetuel] monochord, because they make all sorts of tones by means of the keys." How the strings of the organistrum were tuned we have no detailed information; but there is reason to believe that the outer strings were tuned in octaves, the middle a fourth or fifth above the lower. This, at least, would be in line with the early forms of polyphony de- It might even be, though no documentary evidence exists, that at some time one of the strings of the organistrum was used as a drone, being touched by the wheel but not by the stopping bridges. This is the more probable as we know that early mediaeval fiddles had a drone string in the oriental tradition. It is worth noting in this connection that Scotus Erigena, the first writer on polyphony, was a son of Eire, where drones in bagpipes were supposedly used early. Indeed, Irish historians trace the beginnings of mediaeval polyphony directly to the Irish bagpipe. In any case, there is food for thought in the conjecture that the development of polyphony in theory and practice was connected with the introduction of drones to the bagpipe and hurdy-gurdy. It was perhaps because of its harmonic, chordal capacity, as well as for its use in sacred music and in instruction in the cloisters, that the hurdy-gurdy was frequently given the place of honor in the assemblage of the twenty-four elders in so many French and Spanish tympanums of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. We find the organistrum with its two players at the summit of the "rainbow" which-according to Revelation 4:3-4-arches over Christ, the organistrum thus being just above Christ's head ( fig. io) . The elders, it seems, preferred the apparently nobler instruments, the stringed ones, perhaps because of the stringed instruments mentioned in Revelation 14:2-3; as far as the writer can see they did not touch a bagpipe.
In the thirteenth century the organistrum ??-,, ?E"i-#w 9 ). It is now called symphonia, or in old French, chifonie, from its being able to produce a concord of sound.
Hurdy-gurdy and bagpipe appear side by side in secular music and, if not in church music, at least in the hands of angels. Unlike the elders, angels seem to have no social prejudices whatever; like playful children they do not hesitate to take a juggler's or beggar's instrument for the greater glory of the Lord Or his saints. In the Glorification of Saint Francis in Pistoia, by pupils of Giotto ( fig. 11) , we find several groups of angels before the throne of the saint, the middle group with stringed instruments, the flanking groups with winds. There is a bagpipe of considerable size, with an enormous oboe chanter and even a drone. To the right of the piper group an angel plays a hurdy-gurdy with six strings. It cannot now be ascertained whether this painting has been retouched, but if the six strings are authentic some must be drones, as the stopping rods could not very well have stopped six strings simultaneously.
We also find our two instruments in the miniatures of the Cantigas de Santa Maria of Another ( fig. 15) is furnished with double pipes, of which the outer one seems to be a drone. This is the more probable as multiple pipes without a bag occur in other miniatures of this set. A third, the largest form ( fig. 13 ), is fitted with two separate pairs of drones besides a double chanter-an unusually complex combination for a bagpipe of that time.
The Loutrell Psalter (fourteenth century) also shows the bagpipe and the symphonia in friendly proximity (fig. 16) . The symphonia has the form of a simple rectangular box. The stopping rods are of the older, clumsy type turned from above, though here with only one hand.
In the fifteenth century the hurdy-gurdy lost caste, but later it was still played by angels as in the greatest angel concert ever painted, the famous fresco at Saronno by Gaudenzio Ferrari. Like his contemporary Leonardo, Ferrari was also a musician and, moreover, an imaginative inventor of instruments, as appears from the Saronno fresco and other paintings of his. Of the total of a hundred and seventeen angels glorifying God the Father, no less than fiftyseven play instruments. The fingering is depicted with the greatest precision and alone would reveal the hand of a painter musician. The bagpipe retained its status longer, particularly in the country of exceptions, the British Isles. We have reports that it enjoyed royal favor from Edward II to Henry VIII. On the Continent, too, it was used at courts and in the free cities, but on the whole it was the folk instrument which it has always been, played by beggars and at folk dances. serving as bells (fig. 26) . Sometimes each pipe has its own horn, sometimes one horn embraces both pipes.
These East European instruments of old oriental type must have exerted a decisive influence in Central Europe, particularly in Germany, through the mediation of the Slavs. (1618) (fig. 23) , it seems likely that this influence was exerted in the sixteenth century; for, besides the bagpipe shown in Virdung (fig. 21) , with a conical 'oboe chanter that reappears practically unaltered in Praetorius (fig. 23, left, no. 7) , we find there three new forms (nos. 6, 8, and 9) with small cylindrical chanters apparently identical with Eastern clarinet chanters. In Germany the instrument now underwent a strange transformation into the satanic grotesque. It grew, often into weird size; the hide retained its black fur; the pipes-not joined in the same stock but separated-were enormously expanded and with them the oxhorns which were attached as bells, the latter being sometimes lengthened even more by the addition of metal cones (figs. textbook of feigned innocence, and probably it was no gross exaggeration for a contemporary voice to state that it had done more harm to Christendom by its blandishments than Luther by his heresy.
From a comparison of Virdung's (1511) and Diirer's bagpipes (1514) (figs. 21 and 1) with those in Praetorius
Of this brand was the rustic fashion that pervaded the court life of France. What a spectacle-a noble society that has conventionalized even its vices! There is some grandeur in it, no doubt: classical balance is carried to extremes, with Apollo entertaining Dionysus. It may be a triumph of civilization to rationalize even passion, but this triumph is dangerous, for moral boundaries are blurred when sins become socially acceptable.
The fashionable shepherds, smelling rather of perfume than of the stable, took over the pastoral bagpipe along with the hats and ribbons. This folk instrument, as it then was, did not, of course, fit the hand of courtiers. It had to be refined: its most awkward, heavy parts, particularly the drones, were reduced; the chanter became smaller in size and sweeter in tone and received more conveniently spaced finger holes and, later, even keys; and, as mentioned before, the blowpipe, unbecoming to a lady's mouth, was replaced by bellows. Thus arose the musette, which remained in vogue from the early seventeenth century until almost the end of the ancien re'gime. The story of its gradual refinement would form a chapter in itself. How great a reduction in size took place one can realize by comparing the musette ( fig. 27 ) with the gigantic Italian zampogna still played in the Abruzzi (fig. 29) .
The contraction of the long drones of earlier bagpipes was achieved through the adaptation of an ingenious instrument, the rackett, also called ranket or sausage bassoon. This instrument, which can be traced back to the late Renaissance, consisted of a short wooden or ivory barrel within which a cylindrical bore of remarkable length was bent several times in U-shape and fitted with an oboe reed. Now it was constructed so as to enclose the drones of the bagpipe: instead of a single bore, there were several independent ones, each fitted with an oboe reed. This is the drone cylinder, or bourdon, which is found in the musette.
Mersenne's woodcuts show four drones con- Later the number grew to six. Each of the drones could be tuned by an ivory slide (layette) running in a groove along the bourdon. fig. 39) . The importance and diffusion of the musette were enormous and perhaps comparable to those of the saxophone and the jazz trumpet in our times. In fetes rustiques and in the ballet it was indispensable. Lully soon took it into his opera orchestra. Its most rapid rise took place under Louis XIV: the king himself danced to the musette in the court ballet; it was used in the orchestra of the Grand Ecurie. Learned treatises were written on it. The first systematic method appeared anonymously in 1672 in Lyons, the Traite de la musette, "with a new method for easy and quick self-instruction." Its author was the jurist Charles Emmanuel Borjon, "avocat au parlement de Paris," known for his Compilations du droit romain, du droit franpais, et du droit canon. A characteristic passage from the Traite runs as follows: "There is nothing so common nowadays as to see the nobility, especially those who spend much time in the country, finding enjoyment in playing the musette.
How many worthy men of science and affairs relax their minds by this charming exercise, and how many women make the effort to add to their other good qualities that of playing the musette." Later, in 1737, there followed the fig. 36) 
